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these effects are not got by heavy shading: they seem to be spon-
taneous and inevitable.
D. Others on Painting
Painting and writing are one and the same art Who ever knew
a good calligraphist begin by making a sketch ?	Chou Shun.
The artist must place himself in communion with his subject
Chao Chang.
II. sung realism
Use JTcur Resources
Wang An-shih (d. a.d. 1086)
The Empire lacks neither resources nor men. But people lack in-
telligence or energy in using these resources—these men. In old
days it was not so. Rulers made inquiry, got information, turned to
good account the resources and men available. To cite but one
example: Nan Yu for long owed its supremacy to the care bestowed
on making arrows of the best wood tipped with the best metals, and
winged with the best feathers. So made they pierced men at a
thousand paces. . . . One must use wise selection to get the best
results. But those in office are apt to content themselves with sighing
and complaints of men and mankind. It's a good excuse: but you
can't make me accept it No, we have the men and the resources too.
III. sung philosophy
Chu Hsi (1130-1200)
Chu Hsi is called by Father Wieger *a tiresome preacher, always
without flair or tact, prolix and nil*. It is strange that he should
have dominated the mind of China for so many centuries. The
following are typical passages.
There is but one nature in the world: the nature of man is one
with that of heaven and earth, with that of birds and beasts.
We need not talk of vain, far-off things; if we would know
Reality we must seek it within.
Eadi has within him the principle of right This we call Tao.
It is the road along which we must wait
Virtue is the practice of this moral kw.
The Buddhists keep talking of controlling the heart Let us see
what this means,... Truly the heart governs man's being. Itisnot

